APPEAL & CHALLENGE

What is new in 2019
OLD: APPEAL

Appeal

- Was done after the fight
- Could be applied to anything
- Forced repetition of fights
- Caused delays
- ...

Athletes waiting for an appeal at the world games 2019
NOW:

**Appeal**
- shall lie against any part of the competition rules, which are not challengeable
- It shall be made after/before the fight has been ended, and cannot be used an alternative for the challenge.

**Challenge**
- shall lie against any breach of the competition rules which could have reasonably changed the outcome of the contest
- happening between the start and the end of a single fight.
- cannot be made after the fight has ended by the referee, but only during the ongoing fight.
NOW:

- Appeal
  - Wrong Draw, …

- „Hajime“

- Challenge
  - Wrong Points on screen, time (not) running, …

- „Mate“

- Appeal
  - Wrong person on tatami, mistake in pools/trees, …
1. If you see a mistake stand up immediately

2. The referee will approach you
   1. Fighting/Duo/Show: in the next „Mate“/ „Hantei“ situation
   2. Jiu-Jitsu (Ne-Waza) referee shall announce “Stop”, when the athletes are in a stable, recognizable position to stop the match temporarily

3. Clearly describe what you want to challenge

4. Referee will ask: “Do you want to challenge this?” to you and to your athlete. Say yes to start the challenge

5. Referees check the situation (with video if needed)

6. Outcome
   1. Situation is changed. “Challenge positive
   2. Situation is not changed “Challenge negative”
CHALLENGE PROCEDURE – REFEREE PERSPEKTIVE

1. If a coach is raising his card, you must approach him

2. When:
   1. Fighting/Duo/Show: in the next „Mate“/ „Hantei“ situation
   2. Jiu-Jitsu (Ne-Waza) referee shall announce “Stop”, when the athletes are in a stable, recognizable position to stop the match temporarily

3. Coach describes short & clear what he/she want to challenge

4. Referee will ask: “Do you want to challenge this?”
   1. Coach will agree (Says “yes”)
   2. Athlete will agree (Nodding head, …)

5. Referees check the situation (with video if needed)

6. Outcome
   1. Situation is changed. “Challenge positive
   2. Situation is not changed “Challenge negative”
REMARKS - TIME FOR CHALLENGE

- Hajime
  - Situation
    - Challenge possible
- Mate
- Hajime
  - Challenge not possible
- Mate

The situation shall not have happened before the last "Mate" / "Hajime" / "Hantei" situation.
REMARKS - START THE CHALLENGE

- The referee asks the coach if he/she want to challenge the situation.
- If the coach says “yes”, and the athlete shows his/her agreement, the challenge is started...
  - If the athlete does not agree with the starting of the challenge it will not be started.
  - In case an athlete does not agree with the starting of the challenge for the third time in a match, it will be considered as a negative outcome of the challenge.
REMARKS - CHALLENGE NEGATIVE

Your right to challenge for this athlete is lost.

The accreditation card of the athlete will be marked.

Second chance for medal fight only!
THANK YOU

Questions?

mail@jjif.org